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1. INTRODUCTION
The series TPI-SI offers intrinsic safety inputs. They are associated equip-
ment, to be placed in safe area. They have input circuits for connection to a 
sensor placed in hazardous area, and output circuits for connection in safe area 
only. These instruments have obtained a UE examination certificate of the type 
according to the prescriptions of the standards EN 60079-0 (2006), EN 60079-
11 (2007), EN 60079-26 (2007), EN 61241-0 (2006) and EN 61241-11 (2006), 
in accordance with the directive ATEX 2014/34/UE.
Marking: 0344      II GD, [Ex ia] IIC and [Ex iaD]
Classification of the material: associated equipment - Group II (surface instru-
ment) - Category 1 (for 0 area: gas permanently).
Protection mode: «ia» intrinsic safety, maximum protection indice (protection 
ensured in case of 2 defects taken into account)
«IIC» : most severe gas subdivision.

The series TPI-SI 50 offers a complete range of measure interfaces, fully programma-
ble either with the µconsole, or by PC via a configuration software.

The series TPI-SI 50 accepts 2 types of µconsoles: 
• the old generation with 4 electroluminescent alphanumerical green digits,
• the new generation with graphical rear-lit LCD
The LCD allows visualising 4 pieces of information: 
  - the value of the measure (5 mm high),
  - the unit of the displayed measure, *
  - the value of the analog output or the name of the product (TAG),*
  - the status of the relay outputs and the RS485 communication. *
*(3,5 ms de haut)
This µconsole with LCD also allows showing these information vertically or horizon-
tally according to the sense in which the converter is mounted.

• Series TPI-SI50 (frequency input) 
Includes as standard:
- 1 frequency measure input, with possibility of connection to contact or namur 
type sensors without external components.

                   Available options: (specify on order)

- Insulated analog output (A): 
Active current output.

- Relay output (R): 2 relays - Mode setpoint or window.   
Recording of the alarms.                     
Time delay and hysteresis adjustable on each setpoint.    
Alarm messages.

- Insulated digital output (N): RS 485 2 wire, protocole MODBUS-JBUS.

Coding:
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Type    

Outputs:
A  Analog I/U insulated 
R  2 inverting relays
N  Digital RS 485

Power supply:
3   Low voltage
2   High voltage

TPI-SI 50    ARN - 2

Order example: 
For a frequency input converter with 1 analog output and 
2 relays, powered in 230 V, request reference:
TPI-SI 50 AR-2

TPI-SI 50 A AR AN

Available versions : (for different configurations, consult with ARDETEM)

General features
 Types of inputs: 
   Frequency measure:
• Type of sensor: namur, contact.
-  Namur:
 Supply 8.5 V (10 mA max.)
 Input resistance: 1 K�
 Low level � 1.2 mA - High level � 2.1 mA
-  Contact:
 Max. power draw: 8.5mA

•  Measurable frequency from 0.01 Hz to 50 KHz acc. to the type of sensor.

•  Accuracy: 0.025% of the measure 

• Scale factor programmable 

• Enlarging effect

• Linearisation:
-  Linear input or special linearisation in 20 points (in x and in y)
- Cut off programmable

Note: The presence of the option digital output suppresses the possibility to 
have a relay output.



• Power supply: 

Code Type of 
SUPPLY Max. operating range

Power 
draw

Dielectric 
withstanding

3 Low voltage 20 to 40VAC & 20 to 64VDC 3.5 W 
max.

5.2 VA 
max.

2KV-50Hz-
1min.2 High voltage

90 to 265VAC & 88 to 
350VDC
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Types of outputs:

(1) The digital data link N and the relay output R are not available simultaneously.

• Galvanic partition: 
2kV-50Hz-1min.: between supply and [analog output, relay outputs or  
digital data link] 
1kV-50Hz-1min.: between analog output and digital data link.
3.8 kV 50Hz - 1 min.: between input and [supply and outputs]

• Thermic drift: 
Input / analog output: < 100 ppm / °C

Code OUTPUT type Features

A Analog Active cur-
rent

Current: direct or reversed 0-20mA 
Load impedance � Lr 600�

R 2 NO contact relays

2 setpoints per relay, configurable 
over the whole MR.

Hysteresis programmable from 0 to 
100%. Time delay programmable 

from 0 to 25 sec.
(5A/250 VAC on resistive load)

Mode alarm (setpoint or window)

N Digital data link (1) RS485 Protocole MODBUS/JBUS 
(EIA RS485) insulated (8 parityless bits; 1 stop bit)

• Filtering:
 Programmable analog filter, allows suppressing any parasite   
 noises.
 Digital filter, coefficient and action range programmable 
 allows stabilising the display in case of unsteady input.

• Sampling time: 100ms +1 period of the measured signal 
 (programming of the minimum measurable frequency).

Max. measurable
frequencies
(frequencies given for a 
cyclic ratio of 50%)

Namur Contact

Without input filter 50 kHz -
With input filter 2.5 kHz 20 Hz

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS RELATING TO 
THE SAFETY

Terminals E1-E2
U0 9.6 V

I0 11.7 mA

P0 29 mW

L0 200 mH
C0 3.6 µH

Um < 350 Vdc and Um < 265 Vac

Changing of the supply fuse: 
The instrument power supply is protected by a fuse on its bearing. These fuse is a component 
which belongs to the safety, and must be changed by a competent person only.

The exact type of the fuse must be kept:
Instruments encoded (2), high voltage power supply (90...265 VAC or 88...350 VDC):
5 x 20 mm fuse, (T) Time delayed, of glass,
In = 100 mA, rated load: 35A under 250VAC

Instruments encoded (3), low voltage power supply (20...40 VAC or 20 ... 64 VDC):
5 x 20 mm fuse, (T) time delayed, of ceramics,
In = 500 mA, rated load: 1500 A under 250 VAC.
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2. SPACE REQUIREMENTS

• Programming: 

• With the micro-console
(LxhxD= 26.5 x 80 x 20 mm)   
This µconsole which can be clipped on the front face allows visualising the 
measure, or occasional modifications of the programming via a 4-key keyboard. 
It also allows teleloading programming files to other products of the ARDETEM 
range.
The programming menus and the functions which can be accessed from the 
console are detailed in the following pages.
The series TPI accepts 2 types of µconsoles : 
• The old generation with 4 (alphanumerical) 4 electroluminescent green digits,
• the new generation with graphical rear-lit LCD.
The LCD allows visualising 4 pieces of information: 
  - the value of the measure (5 mm high),
  - the unit of the displayed measure *,
  - the value of the analog output or the name of the product (TAG)*,
  - the status of the relay outputs and the RS485 digital data link *.
* (3.5 mm high)
This µconsole with LCD also allows showing these information either vertically 
or horizontally, according to the sense of mounting of the converter.

• With the configuration software SuperVision
To communicate with the series TPI-SI from a PC you will need a connection 
cable. To connect this cable to the TPI-SI, insert the DIN plug into the especially 
foreseen female connector (see drawing hereafter). Then connect the SUBD 
9 points contact on a serial port of the PC. For the PC’s which do not have a 
serial port, we can propose a USB converter.
The software SuperVision allows reading the measures or modifying the con-
verter configuration.
Each configuration is kept as files stored on hard or floppy disk. These files can 
then be consulted, modified, duplicated or loaded into the converters. The files 
can be created with or without a converter connected. This software also allows 
saving existing configurations from the instruments already in service. All these 
files can be edited on any type of printer.

• Standards: Conform with standards EN 61000-6-2 on immunity, 
EN 61000-6-4 rejections (industrial environment)

EN 60079-0 (2006), EN 60079-11 (2007), EN 60079-26 (2007), EN 
61241-0 (2006) and EN 61241-11 (2006) in accordance with the  
directive ATEX 2014/34/UE

120

S6 .............. S1A3 A2 A1

Connection:    In order to ensure the safety, the connection must be followed 
strictly, particularly the setting to the earth of terminal A2 of the group 
«supply».  

Self-extinguishing case of black UL 94VO ABS.
Protection: housing / terminals: IP 20
Mounting in switchbox: latching on symmetrical DIN rail.
Rack version: consult with ARDETEM.

Dimensions: 22.5x75x120 mm
with µconsole: 26.5x80x130 mm
To allow the inserting of the µconsole: 
mount the instruments vertically (on horizontal 
DIN rail), leaving a 10 mm. space between each

Operating T°: -10° to 50°C

Storage T°: -20 to 70°C
x

22.5
x

22.5
x

26.5
x

26.5
10 8 6

x
22.5

voltage presence 
led ON
Relay 1 

Relay 2 

µconsole plug
PC connection  
plug

75

         E5 . . .E1

~

S2 S1A3 A2 A1 S4 S3

In order to keep a sufficient thermic dissemination, the instru-
ments must be mounted vertically, leaving a space of at least 
10mm between each instrument. 
Connection: in order to keep the safety, the connection must be 
followed strictly, particularly the setting to the earth of the output 
A2 of the group «supply».



3. CONNECTINGS
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L o w e r  c o n n e c t o r s  

U p p e r  c o n n e c t o r

4. PROGRAMMING with the µconsole

Further functions can be accessed by pressing several keys  
simultaneously:

   Visualisation of the direct measure; see page 19

   Visualisation and setting of the alarm setpoints; see page 19
    Deleting of the recorded alarms; see page 19

Reading convention:
                Move through the main menu
                Revert to previous menu
                Blinking display: awaiting validation or setting
         Alternating information display

Entering of a parameter: 
                First start by increasing or decreasing     
                the 1st digit and the sign: from -9 to +9. 
                the 2nd from 0 to 9. 
                the 3rd from 0 to 9.
                the 4th from 0 to 9.

M+

M+

and6888
6588
6528
6520

«

Between each entering, validate 
the cipher with key

+

A3 A1A2

AC   ~           ~
DC  -             +      

AR outputs

S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1

Relay 2

mA

Active
C2

2 relay outputs

+ -ON2

Relay 1
C1 ON1

Analog 
output

AN outputs

S4 S3 S2 S1

Data link 
RS485

Analog 
output

Digital 
output

mA

Active
+ - A B

Supply

E4E5 E3 E1E2
Contact

Namur+-

M

Inputs

M

1 2 3 4

4 leds indicating the 
status of the con-
verter relays (accor-
ding to the options 
of the converter)

4-digit alphanumeri-
cal display

4 keys for access: 
- to the reading or 
the modification of 
the programming
- to the converter 
specific functions

Indication 
of the 
measure 
sign or the 
program-
ming para-
meters

2413

M

Display of the measure 
(height: 5.0 mm)
Display of the measure 
unit (height: 3.5 mm)
Display of the value 
of the analog output 
or the marking name 
of the product (eg.: 
TANK)
Indicates the activity 
(measure) of the con-
verter
Indicates a communica-
tion on the RS485

Indication 
of the alarm 
status of 
relay 1

Indication of 
the  
alarm status 
of relay 2

Electroluminescent green display Graphical LCD

-1.234
Bar

12.04mA
 ))  ))  .  ♥

4 keys for access: 
- to the reading or the modification of the programming
- to the converter specific functions

. .
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4.3 Main menu

4.2 Orientation through the programming with the  
     µconsole
The dialogue is ensured by 4 keys located on the front face.

Note: In mode programming, the instrument will automatically revert 
to measure with the previous configuration if no key is pressed during 
1min.
In mode programming, the instrument will carry on measuring and 
managing its outputs options with the former configuration.

M
Exit from a sub-
menu to access 
next menu / 
access to the 
programming 
exit menu 

Move through 
the menus: 
downwards, or 
decrease the value 
shown

Move through the 
menus: upwards, or 
increase the value 
shown

Validation of 
the displayed 
parameter, or 
access to a 
submenu

scroll
menus

vertical
move

Mode reading 
of the 

configuration
(see p16)

If code correct, 
access to the 
programming 

menu 
see page 6

If code 
incorrect, 
message 
appears 

Simulation 
of the ana-
log output
(see p17)

Authorized by 
access code

Deleting of 
the recorded 

alarms
(see p18)

READ PROG

CODE

NO

8 888

GENE CLrA

« «

«

« «

Programming 
of the access 

code
(see p17)

Simulation of 
the display
(see p17)

Authorized by 
access code

(analog / relay 
output)

(analog 
output) (relay output)

PCOD SIMU

« «

Entering of the access code
The access to the programming 
menu is protected by a 4-cipher 
code. 
The code is 0000 on factory 
exit (to change this code, see 
page 17).

4.4 Programming menu (according to options)

DISP
ANA

JBUS

REL

SECU

PrDI

SAvE

Access to the programming of the input                      p7

Access to the programming of the operating mode               
(mode display or mode transmitter)                                            p8
Access to the programming of the analog output         p8
(option analog output)

Access to the communication parameters                   p9
(option digital output)                    
Access to the programming of the relays                       p9
(option relay output)

Access to the programming of the outputs, the           p10 
relays in case of self-diagnosis 
(option analog output or relays)                                       
Access to the programming of the µconsole display         p10

Access to the name of the instrument file                    p10
Access to the programming exit menu with or             p11
without saving the configuration.                                  

Note: 
� In mode programming, the instrument will automatically revert to measure 
with the former configuration if no key is pressed during 1min.

NAME

INP

M
Note: 
Press       to go on to the next menu Move trough the menus / choice

Upwards move / 
increase

Downwards move / 
decrease

Menu exit / accessM
Validation / vertical move



INP
4.4.1 Programming of the input
  

 

DISP

«

CUT.i «

05.00

«

00.00

«

dINP

INP

Programming of the sensor type

«

TYPE

«

FILT If ≠ CONT«

YES

«

NO
Programming of the input filter

If frequency measurement 
Min. measured frequency Enter from 0.01 Hz to 5.00 Hz. 
Determines the maximum scan time for the 0 Hz measure-
ment (5 Hz : 200 msec. max.; 0.01 Hz : 100 sec. max.).

Down scale of the measure from 0 Hz to 50000 Hz. 
Enter the value, the decimal point and the unit.

«

KHz

«

Hz
«

00.00

«

F.INP

«

KHz

«

Hz

«

FUNC
SEGT

«

00.00

«

x00

«

KHz

«

Hz

«

00.00

«

x19

«

KHz

«

Hz

Full scale of the measure from 0 to 50000 Hz
Enter the value, the decimal point and the unit.

Programming of the curve type:
linear or special curve.

Number of points of the special curve

Entering of the abscisses from 0 Hz to 50000 Hz.
(Enter the value, the decimal point and the unit).

p7

0020

«

NB Display from 3 to 20 points 
(including the down and full input scale)
X00 = dINP
XNB-1 = F.INP

«

« «

LIN

«

CONT

«

NAMU
place of the decimal point

DISP

--.--

«

dDIS «

-88.88

«

F.DIS «

-88.88

«

UNIT «

ABCD

«

Y00

display corresponding to the 
input down scale “dINP”

Parameter of a physical 
display 
YES: mode indicator (see p11)
NO: mode transmitter

display corresponding to 
the input full scale “F.INP”

Setting in display 
points (or in input 
points if SCALE NO 
programmed) of the 
same number of 
ordinates “Yxx” and 
abscisses “Xxx”

If SCALE YES : 
Y00 = dDIS and YNB-1 = F.DIS
if SCALE NO : 
Y00 = display of the measure 
for an input signal = dINP = 
X00
Y01 = display of the measure 
for an input signal = X01
etc... see p12

Setting in display 
points

according to options

FILT: Coefficient from 0 to 10
Integration indice

«
-88.88

«

Y19

«

CUT

«

-88.88

«

YES «

-88.88

ANA JBUS REL SECU

«

0000

«

NO

«

SCAL «

YES

«

NO

or or or

«
«

POIN

«

DISP

Special linearisation

«

FILT

parameter offered
if YES validated

«

BAND

0 : No filtering 
10 : Maximum filtering

0.1% 0.5% 1% 5%or or or 10%or 100%or

If FILT ≠ 0

* Programming of the measure variation (in %) on which the filter will be active. 
Eg. : 1%, if the measure varies by less than 1% it will be filtered, otherwise the filter 
will be disconnected.

«

KHz

«

Hz

«

KHz

«

Hz# 

# 

# If SCALE NO validated
Entering (value, decimal 
point and unit)

*

4.4.2 PROGRAMMING OF THE µCONSOLE DISPLAY
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«

-88.88

«

dOdI

ANA

Down scale of the analog output

Full scale of the analog output

Display corresponding to the output down scale

Display corresponding to the output full scale

According to options

JBUS REL SECUor or

See also the features of the outputs p13

(4)
00.00 < x < 22.00 (mA)
00.00 < x < 11.00 (V)

(4)

(4)

Option analog output

«

-88.88

«

-88.88

«
-88.88

«

dOUT

«

F.OUT

«

dOUT

«

F.OUT

«

dOdI

«

F.OdI

«

dOUT

«

F.OUT

«

F.OdI

ANA

valide if SCALE YES validated: mode indicator / frequency input

Example: In mode indicator or for a frequency input, we have
              = 4 mA                   = 20.00 mA                = 0000                     = 2000

the value of the analog output will then be 4 mA when the displayed measure is 
0000Hz, and 20 mA when the displayed measure is 2000Hz.
              In mode transmitter only the parameters                                are available.
For a frequency input with dINP = 00.00 and FINP = 2000 Hz if OUT= 4 mA and F.OUT 
= 20 mA. the value of the current analog output will be 4.00 mA for an input signal of 
0000 Hz, and 20 mA for a signal of 2000 Hz.

Upwards move / 
increase

Validation / vertical moveDownwards move / 
decrease

Menu exit / accessM
Upwards move / 
increase

Validation / vertical moveDownwards move / 
decrease

Menu exit / accessM

Communication parameters
Slave number

Must be between 1 and 255

Transmission speed

«

SLAV «

-8888

«

BAUD

JBUS

«

9600

«

4800

«

2400

«

1200

«

19.2K

REL SECUor

Delay before any response The response times are perio-
dically increased by 40 ms.

OFF: typical delay: 
10ms

ON: typical 
delay: 75ms

«

ON

«

OFF

«

DEL

Option digital output

JBUS

See also the features of the digital 
data link p14
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«

REL1
REL

«

ACT.1 «

ON

«

MOD1

«

SP 1 02.00

«

HYS1
00.00

«

«

«TIM1
000.0

«

LED1

«

SP1.1 «

02.00

«

SP1.2 «
04.00

REL

Hysteresis
0 < hys. < 9999         
In display points

0 < tIME < 025.0
In 0.1 sec. increases 

Function recording of the alarm

Function display of alarm messages 
enter 4 alarm characters

At the end of menu REL.2, 
access to                or

Choice of the status of the relay 
associated led
ON: led lit when relay active
OFF: led still when relay active

Time delay on the relay

SPI.2 must be ≥ SPI.I

Active
Alarm

idem 
REL1

De-activated 

Mode windowsMode setpoint

Access to SP1 Access to SP1.1
«

OFF

«

ON

«

MEM1 «

NO

«

YES

«

MESI «

NO
ABCD

REL2 SECU PrDI

«

«

«

YES

Selection of the 
relay operating 
mode: mode set-
point or window
(see page 14)

(1)

See also the 
features of the 
relay outputs 
p14

Option output 2 relays

«

OFF

If mode window programmed

If mode setpoint programmed

«

REL2

«

KHz

«

Hz
«

KHz

«

Hz # 

# 

# If SCALE NO 
validated
Entering of the 
setpoint 
(value, decimal 
point and unit)

«

KHz

«

Hz

«

# 

(1)



SECU

Safety features p15

Safeties

Option 2 relays

Option analog output

If return value programmed

«

LO HI

«

OFF

OUT.I

Status of relay 1 in case 
of self-diagnosis error

«

YES

«

«

NO
«

REPL Value of the output in case of self-diagnosis error
00.00<rEPLI<22.00 (mA)
00.00<rEPLI<11.00    (V)

OFF: self-diagnosis 
inactive on the relay
In case of self-               
diagnosis error
LO: relay de-activated 
HI: relay active 

«

-88.88

PrDI

«

SECU «

«

«

REL1

«

LO HI

«

OFF

Status of relay 2 in case of     
self-diagnosis

«

REL2

p10

PrDI

NAME
«

ON

«

OFF

«

YES

«

NO

1 1 1 1

Adjusting of the brightness of the displays

On 4 levels

Not enfor. to 0

Deleting of the unsignificant zeros

«

ON

«

OFF

Mode idle active after 10 min:  self extin-
guishing of the µconsole display.

«

ABCD

«

NAME

«

SAvE

Name of the programming file

Entering of the programming file name

Status of the last digit (right hand side)

Enforced to 0

Programming of the brightness, 
of the display 

See also the display features p15

«

PrDI

«

IDLE

«

NAME

«

LdIG

«

NULL

BRGT
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SAvE SAvENOYES
dDIS

SPI.1

Exit from the programming 
with or without saving

Exit and 
save the 
configura-
tion

Exit without saving the 
configuration

* If during a change of position of the                   
decimal point (parameter POIN) or operating 
mode (parameter SCALE) the user has not modi-
fied or re-validated the parameters dDIS, F.DIS 
,CUT, Yxx dODIS, F.OdI (if option analog) and 
SPxx and HYSx (if option relays)then the conver-
ter will offer after SAvE YES to enter the previous 
parameters which have not been validated again. 

Revert to 
the measu-
re display

*

Note: An exit from mode programming with saving of the configuration (SAvE, 
YES) will automatically set to 0 the min. and the max., as well as the alarm 
recordings.
After SAvE, YES the µconsole will show WAIT during the converter re-  
initialisation phase.

4.5.1 Mode transmitter / indicator
              According to the choice SCALE  YES / NO , you can define to have or 
not a physical display scale on the converter.
SCALE YES lets the parameters POIN (place of the decimal point) appear
dDIS and F.DIS (down and full display scale corresponding to the down and 
full input scale, as selected in dINP and F.INP) and UNIT (unit of the displayed 
physical magnitude: this unit is recorded into the converter for the PC software, 
which uses it to display the setting parameters: setpoints, hysteresis, etc...
With the configuration SCALE  YES the converter can be considered to be ope-
rating as an indicator capable of displaying, either locally (on the µconsole) or in 
a shifted way with the configuration software, a measured physical magnitude. 
Example 1: For a NAMUR 0.00, 20.00KHz signal from a speed sensor, the fol-
lowing programming is displayed:
in the menu INP : TYPE=NAMU, dINP = 00.00 , F.INP = 20.00,
in the menu DISP : SCALE YES,  POIN = _ _ _ . _ dDIS = 000.0,  F.DIS =300.0, 
UNIT = KMh CUT = NO for:
                                                                                            
              0.00 KHz from the sensor, display = 000.0     --> 000.00 KMh  
              10.00 KHz from the sensor, display = 150.0    --> 150.00 KMh  
              20.00 KHz from the sensor, display = 300.0    --> 300.00 KMh
                                                        on the µconsole     on the software   

4.5 Display of the measure

The software offers 10 times more resolution than the µconsole. 
The transmitter can be configured in mode indicator without leaving the 
µconsole permanently connected (or even having a µconsole).
              In the case of MODE INDICATOR (with a physical scale program-
med by SCALE, YES), the parameters down and full display scale, setpoints, 
hysteresis, d.OdI and F.OdI for the analog output, cut-off and ordinates (if input 
linearised in segments) are to be considered in the magnitude of the program-
med physical scale.
For example 1, one setpoint on the relay 1 (SPI.I) with a value of 30.0 will cor-
respond to a setpoint of 30.0 KMH. If the display overstepps 30.0 KMH (if the 
input overstepps 2 KHz) the status of relay 1 will change.
Note: If you do not want to overload the progamming with an unnecessary 
physical display, programme SCALE NO (mode transmitter). In this case, do 
not enter the parameters POIN, DDIS, FDIS and UNIT. or d.OdI and F.OdI (if 
option analog output).
              In the case of MODE TRANSMITTEUR (SCALE NO) the parame-
ters setpoints, hysteresis, cut-off and ordinates (if input linearised in segments) 
are to be considered in the physical magnitude of the programmed input type  
(Hz, KHz, etc...).
In example 1, for the status of relay 1 to switch if the speed exceeds 30.0 
KMH, enter as value for setpoint 1 SP1.1 = 2.00 for 2 kHz. 
In the mode transmitter , the resolution of the parameter is imponed by the 
selected input type: 2 decimals for a 0.00  20.00 KHz input, 1 decimal for a 0.0  
200.0 kHz input, etc... on the console display. 
The PC software offers 1 more decimal.

4.5.2 Place of the decimal point / resolution
              The parameter POIN should be considered as a moving of the deci-
mal point, and not a resolution. The parameter POIN is common to all the 
parameters related to the display in the case of a programmed physical scale 
(down and full display scale, setpoints, hysteresis etc...).
In the case of a programming without a physical display scale, the parameter 
POIN is not available, and the position of the decimal point is fixed according 
to the chosen input type (see p6 and p7).
Taking the example 1 again, display = 300.0 KMH for a 0.00 20.00 KHz input 
at 20 KHz, and there is a setpoint at 30.00 KMH.
If you want the displayed measure to have no more decimals, that is to say for 
a 20 KHz input a display = 300, you must modify POIN from ---.- to ----. and 
divide by 10 all the parameters related to the display. 
In this example, after modifying the parameter POIN from ---.- to ----.  F.DIS 
will need to be modified from 3000. to 0300. and SP1.1 from 0300. to 0030. to 
obtain the expected operating.
Note: For safety reasons, in case the user forgets after modifying the place of 
the decimal point (parameter POIN) or the operating mode (parameter 
SCALE ) the transmitter will propose after SAvE YES the list of the  
parameters to be validated again (see last page).



Frequency measurement
              : Min. measurable frequency, ajustable from 0,01Hz to 5 Hz.
Below this frequency, the instrument will consider 0Hz on its input. This 
value allows determinating the maximum watching time to determine the  
absence of input signal (0Hz).
For 0.01 Hz, 100 sec. will be needed.
For 5 Hz, 200 msec. will be needed.
Note: After a setting on tension, the message              indicates that the 
instrument is performing its first acquisition.

                  : Down and full measure range     
                     Setting from 0 to 50 000 Hz
              : Choice of the processing function
               : Linear curve
                 : Special linearisation
For specific applications, the meter can record an unlinear curve, pro-
grammable in X and in Y of its input.
The curve resulting from your equation can be replaced by a series of 
linear segments, with a maximum of 20 points (19 segments).
Note that X00 = dINP, and the abscisse of the last point is 
XNB-1=F.INP.
Note 1: The values of the abscisses (x) must go increasing: value of 
X00 < value of X01...
Note 2: In special linearisation and in mode transmitter (SCALE NO), 
the displayed measure is the measure linearised by the programming of 
the points. The undeformed input measure can always be accesed by 
the function direct measure (see p19) 
on the µconsole or the variable Input on the software.

Example: A sensor delivers a NAMUR signal with a frequency not linear 
to the measured speed. Hence a curve in 5 not equidistant points.

Input in KHz
Display

Output in mAIf scale NO 
(KHz)

If scale YES 
(KMh)

X00   0  Y00   0 Y00   0 0
X01   1  Y01   5 Y01   125 5
X02   5 Y02   10 Y02   250 10
X03   10 Y03   15 Y03   375 15
X04   20 Y04   20 y04   500 20

The programming software offers all the parameters on 5 digits, that is to say a 
100 000 points resolution. 
The µconsole which can display only 4 digits will round up these parameters in 
mode reading and enforce the 5th digit in mode programming.

Example 2: the software writes a setpoint with a value of 300.07.
In mode reading on the µconsole, this setpoint will be read at 300.1 (rounded up 
to the 5th digit). If it is modified on the µconsole in mode programming at 300.2 
the software will show the value 300.20 (5th digit enforced to 0).

4.6  Features of the inputs and programming limits

4.6.1 Frequency measure input
T��� �� ������ :
ΝΑΜU: Namur sensor, supply 8.5 V, input resistance: 1kΩ
CONT: Potential free contact, power draw 8.5 mA

                : The input circuit of the instrument has a switchable analog fil-
ter, which allows eliminating the measuring or the counting of any parasite 
signal.
                : Filter switched    : Filter not switched
The maximum measurable frequency depends on the switching of this  
filter.
(in input «Contact» the filter is always switched). 

FILT

YES NO

Minimum pulse:  Without filter: 10 µs
                 With filter: 100 µs

Without input filter 50 kHz -

With input filter 2.5 kHz 20 Hz

Maximum measu-
rable frequency 
(given for a cyclic 
ratio of 50%)

Namur Contact

CUT.i

d.INP F.INP

----

FUNC 
LIN

SEGT

«

p12
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4.7 Features of the outputs and programming 
     limits

4.7.1 Analog output                

0/4-20mA active current output
• Accuracy: 0.1 % in relation to the display (at +25°C)
• Residual ripple ≤ 0.2%
• Admissible load 0Ω ≤      Lr ≤ 600Ω (current) 
                                                 
• Programmable scale ratio with enlarging effect
• Response time: 40 ms in relation to the display

                 Down scale of the analog output (eg. 04.00 (4mA))

                  Full scale of the analog output (eg. 20.00 (20mA))
                  Display value corresponding to the output down scale
                  Display value corresponding to the output full scale

In mode measure, the analog output can not overstepp 10% of the greatest 
of the 2 values: dOUT and F.OUT

ANA

F.OUT
dOdI
F.OdI

dOUT

Programming:  
dINP = X00 = 0KHz
F.INP = X04 = 20 kHz
NB = 5
Programming from 
X00 to X04 and 
from Y00 to Y04 
according to the table.
dOUT = 00.00
F.ouT = 20.00
If SCALE YES = 
dDIS = dOdI = 0.0
F.DIS = F.OdI = 500.0

1 5 10    20 kHz

1 2 3    4 Indice of X

Outp. Speed

mA KMh KHz
20 500 20

15 375 15

10 250 10

5 125 5

Y

X
0

0
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  4.7.2 Digital output: 
- Data link RS485 (2 wire)
- Protocoles ������-���� format of the data: integer and double integer
- Single transmission format:    1 start bit
                                                   8 parityless bits
                                                   1 stop bit
  
               Slave number between 1 and 255
               Transmission speed between 1200 and 19200 bauds
               Time lapse before any response

Complete description of the option MODBUS in the annexe 
MODBUS/JBUS.
Including: the table of the Modbus addresses, the used functions,  
the description of the configuration bytes  and the advanced functions.

SLAV
BAUD
DEL

4.7.3 Relay outputs: 

2 relay outputs                       
• Mode alarm.                                
• Hysteresis independently programmable in the display unit.
• Time delay independently programmable from 0 to 25 s, in 0.1s. increments
• NO contact 5 A - 250 V on resistive load.

Activation or de-activation of the relay x
               The status of relay x depends on the performed programming.
               The relay x remains still.

REL1 REL2

ACtX
ON
OFF

Choice of the operating mode:

• Mode setpoint

OFF

ON

setpoint

Legend:
ON   coil supplied
OFF  coil not supplied

or

MODx

setpoint OFF

ON

SPX SPX

• Mode window

• Mode setpoint • Mode window

Choice of the status of the relay associated led:
The led indicates the alarm status.
             Led lit when relay active (coil supplied)
             Led still when relay active (coil supplied)
             Setting of the hysteresis in display points if mode indicator  
             (SCALE YES). The hysteresis is active on switching from lit led 
to still led; that is to say on switching out of alarm, as the led represents 
the alarm status.

If the mode indicator (SCALE YES) is 
selected, the setting of the setpoints 
is in display points.
If the mode transmitter (SCALE NO) 
is selected, the setting of the set-
points is in input scale points.

OFF OFF OFF

ON ON ON

setpoints setpt setptor

SP.X SP.X
- HYSx

HYSx

LEdx

ON
OFF

SPX.1 SPX.1
-HYSx

SPX.2  SPX.2
+HYSx

SPX.2SPX.1 SPX.2SPX.1

led lit

led 
lit

led 
stillled still

• Time delay on the alarm
The relay time delay can be adjusted from 000.0 to 025.0s., in 
0.1s increments. It is active both on switching and switching 
back.

TIMx

led 
still
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OFF
LO
HI

· On the relays:
               No influence on the relay in case of self-diagnosis error.
               Relay de-activated (coil not supplied) in case of self-diagnosis  
               error.
                Relay active (coil supplied) in case of self-diagnosis error.
· On the analog output 
If a return value has been programmed. 
Value between: 0 and 22 mA (current output) or 0 and 11 V (voltage output)
· On the converter: the led ON blinks fast.

MEM.x

CLrA

MESx

• Recording of the alarms
Allows recording the alarm after a setpoint has been passed. When the 
measure reverts below the alarm setpoint, the relay remains on and the 
led blinks to warn the user that a setpoint has been passed (to set the 
alarm recordings to 0 see the menu   ).
Note: An exit from mode programming with saving of the configuration 
will reset the alarm recordings to 0.          

• Display of alarm messages
A programmed alarm message can be made to appear alternating with 
the measure. The message will appear only during the alarm, that is to 
say while the associated led is lit.

• Setting of the setpoints: There are 2 ways to adjust setpoints
- either in mode programming entering the correct access code,  
- or by pressing simultaneously on  and if the access to a quick 
programming has been authorized on the programming of the code (see 
p19). 

M

4.7.4 Safeties: (self diagnosis)

The converter permanently watches some of its parameters. The self 
diagnosis serves to warn the user in case of any anomaly on one or 
several parameters. 
The self-diagnosis error information can be reported:
  · On the display: An error message appears alternating with the 
  measure.
Coding:                                   
1     : Programming error
8    : Option code error
16  : Output calibration error
128 : Internal memory error
If the instrument detects for instance a programming error (1) and an 
output calibration errror (16) the value of the error code will be 17 
(1+16).

POIN
4.7.5 Display features (µconsole): 
               Location of the decimal point.

 
                             Down and full display scale.
                             Entering of the display ordinates, if the special  
                             curve is programmed.
               Cut-off on the display.

  − If the display full scale > display down scale and if the display is ≤ to 
the cut off value then it is held at down scale. 
  − if the display full scale < display down scale and if the display is ≥ to 
the cut off value then it is held at down scale.

•  Filtering:
In order to optimise the filtering and the response time, the instrument 
has a digital filter, programmable on 2 parameters.

              Integration indice of the filtering: programmable from 0 to 10.
                Percentage of variation of the measure on which the filter will  
              be active (0.1; 0.5; 1 ; 5; 10 ;100 %).
eg.: FILT: 3      BAND: 0.5 % 

The indice 3 filter is active when the measure varies by ± 0.5% . When 
it overstepps 0.5% it will not longer be filtered. This allows obtaining a 
minimum response time, while eliminating a parasite noise of ±0.5% 
superimposed to the signal, rendering the measure unsteady. If  
F.band = 100% then the filter will be active on the whole measure  
range. 

FILT
BAND

dDISP F.DISP
Y01
CUT

Y18to
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BRGT
1 1 1 1 4444
• Setting of the digits brightness
             Lowest brightness                        Strongest brightness

LdIG• Inhibition of the last digit (low weight)
In the programming mode, the menu LdIG allows suppressing the dis-
play of the last digit, the latter being enforced to 0 if OFF is validated.

•  Response time:

FILT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of acquisitions
to reach 90% of the 
final value

1 6 8 10 15 20 31 52 79 102 158

Note: Max. acquisition time = 100ms + 1 period of the measured signal.
The response time of the analog output is 40ms. 
For the relays: add the reaction time of the relays (7ms) and the time 
delay programmed on the alarms.

NULL
NULL YES=

NULL

NULL

YESNULL NO= =

NULL NO= YES=

• Deleting of the unsignificant zeros 
                             Suppresses the display of the unsignificant zeros   
                             on the left hand side.
Eg.: Value to be displayed: 0015
                             display =  0015                                  Display =      15
Eg.: Value to be displayed: 00.15
                             Display = 00.15                                  Display =  0.15

• Self-extinguishing of the display      
               Display permanently lit
               After 10 min, display
In mode idle (display           ), the following messages can appear brie-
fly every 5 seconds in order to warn the user that the transmitter is no 
longer in a standard measurement phase. 
Displayable messages:             ,              ,              ,              or

IDLE
OFF
ON . . . .

. . . .

SIMU GENE ERxx OPEN ----

READ

READ

INP
DISP
ANA
JBUS

PrDI
NAME

4.8 Reading of the configuration

                                     Reading of the input parameters
                                        Reading of the measure display parameters
                                      Reading of the analog output parameters
                                           (option analog output)
                                           Reading of the communication parameters
                                           (option digital output)
                                           
                                           Reading of the alarm parameters
                                           (option 2 relays)
                                           Reading of the safety parameters for sensor  
                                           rupture or self-diagnosis of the outputs
                                           Reading of the display programming    
                                           parameters
                                           Reading of the configuration file name 
                                           Reading of the instrument internal parameters

In each reading submenu, press keys        and         to move, and to 
visualise the parameters. 

If no key is pressed during 20 s., the instrument will revert to the  
measure display. During the reading of the programming, the TPI
will carry on measuring and managing its output options.

Validation / vertical move

REL

SECU

INFO
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4.9 Access code
An access code adjustable from 0000 to 9999 serves to protect the converter 
and its setpoints from unauthorized programming, and to lock the access to 
some functions.

 0 0 0 0    Factory code
    x x x  x
                 0 to 5       Access to the display shifting
                 6 to 9       No access
            0 to 5            Access to the display and output simulations 
            6 to 9            No access
        0 to 5                Access to the teleloading of files
        6 to 9                No access
    0 to 5                   Access to the quick entering of alarm setpoints
    6 to 9                    No access

4.10 Programming of a new access code with   
       the µconsole

PCOD OLD
NO

Enter the
previous code 

If code not valid
(old)

Display during 2s. 
and revert to the 
measure display

New code recorded, and revert to 
the measure display

If code correct
(old)

Enter the new 
code Reminder: If no key is pressed 

during 1 min, the instrument will 
revert to the measure display. On 
factory exit, the access code is 
0000.

NEW

INFO
TPI
50

ARN

PROG

xxxx

ORIG

xx.xx

CSUM

PC-x

65F2

Validation / vertical move

name of the instrument

Submenu

type of the instrument

options of the instrument 

identification number of the instrument

programme version number

origin of the instrument

check sum of the programme

no

Note: The instrument will no longer measure during the simulation. The 
analog output and the relays will react according to the entered display. 
If alarm messages have been programmed, they may appear during the 
simulation.

SIMU

SIMU

Value of the 
display

siM Press Menu to 
revert to the 
measure dis-
play.

4.11 Functions accesible from the main menu
   4.11.1 Simulation of the display 
        (Accessible according to the programmed access code, and if  
        option relays or analog output)
The display can be simulated with the converter in order to validate the 
configuration of the analog output and the relays in the installation.

Current or voltage output

Entering of a new
display  value

GENE

GENE

Value of the 
output

if

Enter the value 
to be injected

M Press Menu to 
revert to the 
measure dis-
play.

Note: The instrument will carry on measuring during the simula-
tion. Only the analog output will no longer react to the measure.

(accessible according to the programmed access 
code and if option analog output)

4.11.2 Simulation of the analog output (mode generator) 

A: Analog output
R: Relay output
N: Digital output
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CLrA4.11.3 Menu            : Deleting of the recorded alarms

if the function recording of the alarms has been programmed, the
status of the relay will be recorded after the setpoint has been passed. 
If the setpoint is passed back the other way, the status of the relay does 
not change, and the corresponding led starts to blink. 
To revert to the normal status (led not blinking and relay in the correct 
state) use the menu CLEAr.    

M
CLrA

the recorded alarms are 
not deleted

deleting of the recorded 
alarms, and revert to the 
measure display

Reminder: if no key is pressed during 20 s., the instrument 
will revert to the measure display.

Note: An exit from mode programming (with saving of the configuration) 
will delete the recorded alarms.

If validation reading of the µconsole file 
(see page 15)

during 
1s.

if transfer 
correct

if transfer 
incorrect

LOAD4.11.4 Menu             : Teleloading of programming
                                 files
   

READ

CONS

COPY µ Co

µ Co

µ Co

µ Co

LOAD

WAIT OK

orERR
PROG

OPT

ERR PROG

saving of the TPI programming into the µconsole memory  

teleloading of the programming file contained inside the 
µconsole to the TPI.

MReminder: If no key is pressed during 20 s., or if you press        the 
instrument will revert to the measure display.

The file stored in the µconsole can be read by validating choice READ  
CONS . In this case the organigramme for the reading of the program-
ming file is the same as for the programming of the instrument (see 
p6).

Eg.: a file from a TPI-SI 50 C can not be copied into a TPI-SI 50 AR.
For the teleloading in the direction              to be possible, the receiving 
converter must have the same input and output options as the converter 
on which the programming file has been copied.

Programming file not correct: belongs to another type 
of instrument.

The file does not correspond to the same options as 
the options of the instrument currently connected.

ERR

ERR

PROG

OPT

5.1 Functions which require pressing only 1 key: 
5.1.1 Display of the min. value*   5.1.2 Display of the max. value*

INF

02.00

Display of 
the measure

Alternating infor-
mation display
Minimum value

5. FUNCTIONS ACCESIBLE FROM THE   
    MICRO CONSOLE DISPLAY

SUP

08.00

Display of 
the measure

Alternating infor-
mation display
Maximum value

5.1.3 Deleting of the 
min. and max. values

CLrM

Display of 
the measure

Deleting of the recorded min. 
and max., and revert to the 
measure display.

µCo

* not generated in mode counting
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M The instrument will revert to the measure display.

Reminder: If no key is pressed during 20 s., the instrument will revert to 
the measure display.

Note: An exit from mode programming with saving of the configuration 
will reset the min. and max. values to 0.

CLrA
5.2 Functions which require pressing several keys 

5.2.1  Menu            : Deleting of the recorded alarms
Accessible from the main menu and by       in standard direct access

If the function recording of the alarms has been programmed, the
status of the relay will be recorded after the setpoint has been passed. 
If the setpoint is passed back the other way, the status of the relay does 
not change and the corresponding led starts to blink. 
To revert to the normal status (led not blinking and relay in the correct 
state) use the menu CLrA.      

M
CLrA

The recorded alarms are 
not deleted.

Deleting of the recorded alarms, and 
revert to the measure display.

Note: An exit from mode 
programming with saving of 
the configuration will reset 
the alarm recordings to 0.

5.2.2 Visualisation of the direct measure

 
(Accessible by      and       in standard direct access)

Press these 2 keys to visualise the signal directly in Hz, without any  
processing: scale factor or linearisation.

M

DIrM

   5.2.3 Visualisation and setting of the alarm setpoints

Setting of the setpoints: There are 2 ways to adjust setpoints:
- either in mode programming entering the correct safety access point 
(see p17)
- or by pressing simultaneously         and    M

Option 2 relays

M

The converter will then show the message SPx or SPx.x alternating with 
the value of the corresponding setpoint.
The values of the various setpoints can be accessed by        and        .
These setpoints can then be modified (if access code < 6000 (see p17)) 
by pressing
When the setpoint is adjusted press        to revert to the setpoints  
reading menu.      
Once all setpoints are adjusted, simply press         and the converter 
will revert to mode measure, taking the new values into account.
If no key is pressed during 60 s. the converter will revert to the measure 
display, without modification of the value of the setpoints.
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6. ERROR MESSAGES

2000

ERxx

ERR1

SIMU GENE

«

----

- - - -

OL
ERxx

Upper or lower electrical 
overstepping of the input
Displayable value overload
Self-diagnosis error 
(see p15)

6.1 Blinking of the led ON:
Fast blinking: self-diagnosis active (display             )

Slow blinking: 
Upper or lower electrical overstepping of the input (display               ) 

The converter is blocked in mode             or

Measure in overrange

Value set out of range
To enter the value again 
press        (see p15)

7. GENERAL WARRANTY TERMS
WARRANTY applying and duration
This instrument is under warranty for a duration of 1 year against any 
design or manufacturing defects, under normal operating conditions. 
Processing conditions * : The processing not under warranty will be 
submitted to the acceptance of a repair estimate. The customer will 
return the products at his charge,  and they will be restored to him 
after processing. Without a written agreement on the repair estimate 
within 30 days, products will not be held.

   * Complete warranty terms and details available on request.

CLrA

CODE

SIMU
PCOD

GENE

               Code for access to the programming of the input and   
               output parameters
               Programming of a new access code
               Access to the display simulation
               Access to the simulation of the analog output
               Deleting of the recorded alarms

Inputs
               Acess to the input programming submenu     

                
                Type of sensor

                 Potential free contact
                 namur sensor
                

 Minimum measurable frequency
 Input down scale
 Input full scale

INP

8. LEXIQUE

READ
LOAD

PROG

Messages shown by the converter in mode programming and/or in 
mode reading
General access
               Access to the teleloaging of programming files
               Access to the reading of the parameters
               Access to the programming of the input and output parameters

TYPE

CONT
NAMU

CUT.i
dINP
F.INP
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 Choice of the processing function
  Linear
  Special linearisation
   Number of linearisation points
   Abscisse of a special linearisation point

FUNC
LIN

SEGT
NB
Xxx

PrDI
BRGT

1 1 1 1 4444
LdIG

ON OFF
NULL

NOYES

Display parameters
            Submenu programming of the display features
            Adjusting of the digits brightness (4 levels)
               Lowest brightness    Strongest brightness
            Last digit digit (bottom weight)
               Last digit in service   Last digit enforced to 0
            Deleting of the unsignificant zeros
               Yes                  No

DISP

SCAL

POIN
--.--

dDIS
F.DIS
Yxx

CUT

Display
               Choice to use either a display scale or the mode transmitter  
               (display of the measured magnitude) 
               Access to the submenu programming of the display
                         Choice of the decimal point location 
                               Place of the decimal point

                                    Display down scale
                                    Display full scale
                                    Ordinate of a special linearisation point
                         Cut-off programmable or not 

FILT
BAND
               Integration indice

               Action range of the filter

                          Max. variation of the measure for which the filter will be  

                           active                 

                          Choice of 4 characters to define the display unitUNIT

0,1% 100%



Safeties
               Access to the submenu programming of the safeties.

                         Status of the relay X in case of self-diagnosis error.
                             No self-diagnosis associated with the relay.
                             Relay de-activated in case of self-diagnosis error  
                             (coil not supplied).
                             Relay active in case of self-diagnosis error   
                             (coil supplied).
                                     Return value (or not) of the output in case of   
                               self-diagnosis error.
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Analog output

               Access to the submenu programming of the analog output
               Down scale of the analog output
               Full scale of the analog output
               Access to the display corresponding to the output down scale
               Access to the display corresponding to the output full scale

dOUT
F.OUT
dOdI
F.OdI

19.2K
DEL

Digital output
            Access to the submenu programming of the RS output
               Slave number
               Transmission speed
                         Min. possible speed
                         Max. possible speed
               Time delay before any response
                         Delay 75ms                   Delay 10ms

BAUD
SLAV

1200

JBUS

OFFON

                         Value of the setpoint in mode setpoint
                         Value of the 1st setpoint in mode window
                         Value of the 2nd setpoint in mode window
           Value of the hysteresis in display points
             Time delay on the relay X

SPx.1
SPx.2

HYSx
TIM.x

SPx

              Programming of the relay associated led
                          Led lit when relay active (coil supplied)
                         Led still when relay active (coil supplied)
              Recording of the alarm X
                         Recording                       No recording
             Alarm message
                         Message                         No message

LEDx
ON
OFF

MEM.x

MESx
NOYES

NOYES

Relay outputs: x: 1 or 2
               Access to the submenu programming of the relay outputs
                         Access to the programming of relay x
               Activation of the relay output 1
                         Activation                       De-activation

 

               Operating mode of the relay x
                                          Mode setpoints
                                         Mode window

OFF
ACT1

REL.x

ON

REL

MODx
_ _I

_ _ _ _
I_ _

_ I
_ _

I_
_
I_ _ I

_

SECU
REL.X

OFF
LO

H I

OUT.I

SAvE

WAIT
YES NO

Saving of the configuration
               Saving of the configuration  
                                Saving                     No saving
               Awaiting transfer

ANA



Reading of the instrument internal features
               Access to the submenu reading of the internal features
                         Name of the instrument 
                         Type of the instrument
                          Options of the instrument ( -A: analog output -
                            R: relay output -N: digital output)
                                          Identification number of the instrument
                                          Programme version number
                                          Origin of the instrument
                                          Check sum of the programme

Changing of the access code
    Access to the submenu modification of the access code
       Enter the former access code
      Enter the new access code
    The entered code is not valid

PCOD
OLD
NEW
NO
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INFO
TPI
50

ARN

n0 xxxx
xxxPROG

ORIG PC-X
CSUM 65F2

Teleloading of programming files
    Access to the submenu teleloading of programming
    files
    Alternating with  CONS : reading of the programming file   
    stored in the µconsole
    Transfer of programming
    Indicates a writing of the TPI programming into the µconsole  
    (saving of a file)
    Indicates a teleloading of the programming file from the   
    µconsole to the TPI (restoring of a file)
      Programming file not correct
      The file does not correspond to the same options as   
      the options of the instrument currently connected.

LOAD

READ

COPY
µ Co

ERR
ERR

PROG
OPT

µ Co

I N F
SUP
CLrM
CLrA

Further functions
               Display of the minimum value
               Display of the maximum value
               Deleting of the min. and max.
               Deleting of the recorded alarms
 

ERR tYPE CONS

ERR1
2000
OL
- - - -
ERxx

Error messages
               Value set out of range
               Blinking measure: measure in overrange
               Displayable value overload
               Upper or lower electrical overstepping of the input
               Self-diagnosis error
                                      This type of µconsole is not compatible with 
this converter.

«
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9. ANNEXE: MODBUS
 9.1 Table of the Modbus addresses

Addresses Formats number 
of words

200 Value of the analog output
in µA (output µA)
in mV (output 10V)

Double integer 2

202 Minimum value of the displayed value Double integer 2
204 Maximum value of the displayed value Double integer 2
206 Measure Double integer 2
212 Value of the frequency in mHz, if fre-

quency measurement (direct measure)
Double integer 2

290 Status of relay 1 Integer 1
291 Status of relay 2 Integer 1

• Status of the relays: 

bit 15 bit 7 bit 6 bit 0

1: Led lit
1: Led blinking: mode 
recording and measure 
not in alarm
1: Relay ON
Alarm 
recorded

  Address 128: bit 15 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

Position of the decimal point from 
1 to 4

1: Display with 3 decimals
2: Display with 2 decimals
3: Display with 1 decimal
4: Display with 0 decimals

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte

Function
3 or 4

2 bytes

CRC 16
1st word

MSB

address

LSB

9.2 Description of the born Modbus functions:
      Reading of N words: Function n°3

Number

MSB

of words

LSB
2 bytes 2 bytes

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

Function
3 ou 4

2 bytes

CRC 16
Number 
of read 
bytes

Response sequence:
1st word

MSB

value

LSB
2 bytes

2nd word

MSB

value

LSB
2 bytes

Request sequence:

• Measure: 
Value of the measure, for whichever mode (transmitter or display).
In mode transmitter (SCALE NO): the measure is the value of the direct 
measure (in mHz if frequency measurement) with a cut off or a special 
linearisation applied if required. 
In mode display (SCALE YES): the measure has the physical magnitude 
selected for the display (liters, kilos, etc...). The measure value is taken 
up without the decimal point. To read the value of the decimal point, 
read the word at address 128.

2 bytes

CRC 16

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte

Function
16

2 bytes

CRC 16
Address 
of the 1st 

word

Nbr of 
words to 
be enfor.

        Writing of N words: Function N°16:

Request sequence:

Value of the words 
to be enforced

2 bytes 2 bytes

Nbr of 
words to 
be enfor.

2 bytes

Nbr of 
bytes to 
be enfor.

1 byte n bytes

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

Function
16

Address 
of the 1st 

word

Response sequence:
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2 bytes

CRC 16

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte

Function
6

2 bytes

CRC 16
Address 

of the 
word

        Writing of 1 word: Function N°6:
Request sequence:

2 bytes

Value of 
the word 
to be enf.

2 bytes

Value of 
the word 
to be enf.

2 bytes

Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes

Function
6

Address 
of the 
word

2 bytes

CRC 16Slave 
number

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

Function 
reques-
ted with 
MSB=1

Error 
code

Response sequence:

Exception sequence:
Value of the error codes:
1: Function code unknown
2: Address incorrect
3: Data incorrect
9: Writing impossible

254 03 0 206

9.3 Reading in double integer format:
        Example: reading of the displayed measure
Request:

0
AddressReading 

of n 
words

Slave 
number

Number of words
2 CR16

11111111

byte 3

11111111

byte 4

111 0 11 0 0

byte 1

0 1111 0 0 0

byte 2

Sign: 1 negative: inversion of the bits, and plus 1.

Measure = byte 3 x 2563 + byte 4 x 2562 + byte 1 x 256 + byte 2
             = 0 x 2563         + 0 x 2562         + 19 x 256      + 136
             = 5000
Reading of the address 128 => decimal point = 2 => displayed measure 
50.00

254 3 4 236

• Response with a negative measure:

120 255 CRC 16255

measure

byte 1 byte 2 byte 3 byte 4 2 bytes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 4

0 0 0 1 0 0 11

byte 1

1 0 0 0 0 111

byte 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 4

0 0 0 1 0 0 11

byte 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

byte 2

0 0 19 136

Plus 1

Inversion

Measure = -(byte 3 x 2563 + byte 4 x 2562 + byte 1 x 256 + byte 2)
             = -( 0 x 2563        + 0 x 2562          + 19 x 256      + 136)
             = -  5000
Reading of the address 128 => decimal point = 2 
=> displayed measure: -50.00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

byte 4

0 0 0 1 0 0 11

byte 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

byte 2

0
Sign : 0 positive
          1 negative

0 19 136

Value of the measure:

254 3 4 19

• Response with a positive measure:

136 0 CRC 160

measure

byte 1 byte 2 byte 3 byte 4 2 bytes



9.4 CRC 16 calculation algorythm:

FFFF → CRC

CRC � BYTE → CRC

END

yesno

n = 0

n =  n + 1

yesno

shifting by 1 bit to the 
right of CRC

carry

CRC � poly → CRC

n > 7

next byte

yes

no end of sequence

Note 1: �  = exclusive or
Note 2: POLY = A001 (hex).
Note 3: 
The CRC 16 calculation applies to all bytes in the sequence (except CRC16).
Note 4: 
Caution! In the CRC 16, the 1st sent byte is the LSB.

Example: Sequence 1-3-0-75-0-2 CRC16 = 180-29 (the value are decimal).
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10 Declaration of UE compliance:

DECLARATION OF UE COMPLIANCE

The manufacturer:
 ARDETEM-SFERE
 Route de Brindas
 Parc d’activité d’Arbora n°2
 69510 Soucieu en Jarrest
 France

declares that the following products:
 Name: Programmable converter
 Type: TPI-SI 50

 Marking: CE 0344 II (1) GD
  [Ex ia] IIC and [Ex iaD]

correspond to the following directives and standards:

The directive EMC 2014/30/UE
 Generic standards:
 CEI 61000-6-2 Immunity for industrial environments
 CEI 61000-6-4 Rejections for industrial environments

The directive ATEX 2014/34/UE
 standards: 
 EN 60079-0 (2006)(*), EN 60079-11 (2007)(*), EN 60079-26   
 (2007)(*), EN 61241-0 (2006) and EN 61241-11 (2006)
ATEX notification:  QPS
 Canada

UE examination certificate of type n°: KEMA 04 ATEX 1078

SOUCIEU EN JARREST, November 30, 2022

    JACQUES HUGUET
    SIGNATURE OF THE MANAGER

(*) An examination of the standards EN60079-0 (2018), EN 60079-11 (2012), 
EN60079-26 (2015) does not evidence any significant changes relevant for 
the equipment, therefore the standards EN60079-0 (2006), EN60079-11 
(2007) and EN60079-26 (2007) still represent the «state of the art» rules.
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